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1. U. S. ODerations
Little America IGY Station
A report on amateur radio activity at the station was received on
June 13. On June -9 at 2030Z Stáckhouse talked with Station KG1DT, the
amateur station at USNC-IGY Station on Fletcher's Ice Island in the Arctic
Basin. On June 10 at 2230Z, Williams spoke with AK1ICE-IGY Drifting Station A.
Dr. Hoinkes conferred with his fellàwcountrytnan, Dr. Norbert Untersteiner,
the glaciologist-meteorologist at Station A. Both contacts were successful
and it is expected that further contacts will be made in the future.
Little theater operations at the station seem to be running to variety
shows during which the orchestral and vocal talents of the station personnel
are exhibited. A Friday night birthday party has been inaugurated for
personnel whose birthdays fell within the week. The parties were begun at
the suggestion of the "Senate" and have been well received.
Captain Dickey reports that 14,000 gallons of POL have been brought up
from the barrier. Routine maintenance has been carried out on the mechanized
equipment. Health and morale are reported excellent.
A July 1 report from the station indicated that a severe three-day storm
had occurred. A celebration was held that day in honor of the commencement
of the ICY. A marginal communications blackout was also reported all week
and a July 6 report indicated a communications blackout between July 3 and
July 5. The receipt of Wellington weather reports was poor. The McMurdo HF
and LF RATT was successfully received only for short periods during the week.
Reports from Moreland indicate that the June temperature pattern
resembled the April and May cycle. The coldest periods were the first and
last of the month, with the warmest during midmonth. Extreme temperatures
were registered between June 10th and 12th during which the record low was
-70.40F on the 11th. However, the June mean temperature at -28.38F0waa the
warvieet of tbe winter months. The highest June temperature was 3.5 F.
Recapitulation of Distances,Wilkes Traverse
(Statute Mlles)
Distances on Wilkes Traverse
Wilkes Station to Station 2
50.00 miles
Station 2 to Proposed Cache, 67 0 12'S
53.00 miles
Cache, 670 12 1 S to Inland Station, 680 30'S
88.75 miles
Station 680 30'S to Mt. Long
118.75 miles
Mt. Long to Cache, 67°12'S
80.60 miles
Cache to Wilkes via Vanderford Glacier
100.00 miles

-2The following situation report for the month of June has been received
from Little America;
Aurora Failures in various circuits in the spectrograph have again
been reported as a second 1000-volt transformer burned out. It is now
being operated semi-manually. The visual program has been carried out on
an hourly basis with the help of volunteers from both ICY and Navy support
personnel. Observations are taken six times daily. Most displays are
draperies and rays. The majority are symmetric displays and have an axis
at azimuth 65 to 80 degrees true. The all-sky camera has developed
failures and has-been replaced by a spare camera. The meteor radar equipment
is being installed in the ionosphere building and visual meteor counts were
made seven hours during June. The maximum rate with binoculars directed
toward the zenith is five per hour. No texture was observed.

Gecmagnetism - All phases of the geomagnetic observing program are in
routine operation. The largest disturbance to date was recorded on June 30,
when the storm centered at 1200Z.
Glaciolgy - The deep pit has been extended to 18 meters with studies
in progress of densities, temperatures, grain size and crystal size.
Oceanography - A .study of ocean currents in Kainan Bay showed the
maximum current of 0.5 knots from the southerly direction vit ,h poorly
defined superimposed currents possibly of tidal origin.
Ionospher - The normal operations of the C-4 recorder were interrupted
by several eqpieit failures. Serious trouble has been reported with the
recorder since te end of Nay. Erratic perEoTrnance in the frequency marker,
strongly varying power output and stray RP pickup in the oscilloscopes
stopped regular operation on June 5. Certain repairs and a complete
realignment have almost prepared the equipment for full operation. Scaling

will begin June 15.

Meteorolo gy - The program is on routine operation sad 62 successful
balloon ascensions were made during June with an average height of 18,040 metei
Micrometeorology - The Schulze net radiometer continues in operation
and measurements of outgoing radiation to different zenith distances, using
the Zinke-Feussner actinometer, are being made. Halo observations were made
11 days. Wind profile studies have been continued, but on a reduced scale
as the life expectancy of the counters has been passed. Ninety profiles
have been measv*4. Temperature profiles are being recorded about 50 percent
of the time, with extensive efforts being made to filter out spurious
signals. The heat flow meters are in preliminary operational tests.
Phy siology - The second nutritional survey is being carried out along
with the preliminary thermal balance studies. Data from earlier experiments

are being reduced.

- 3 Seismology-Cravit - Mr. Crary sends a message commenting on an Antarctic
acoustic sounding program. He believes the program is feasible and has the
following recommendations for the program: Three crews would be required, each
to detonate explosives and obtain location and azimuth. One crew would be set
up at Little America while two other crews with surface transportation would go
to the other apexes of an equilateral triangle 100 miles on a side. At all
three sites explosives would be fired simultaneously and then all three recorded
afterwards for the necessary period. This would give six azimuths 600 apart.
The above would berepeated at 125 miles, 150 miles and 175 miles as soon as
possible afterwards. Mr. Crary lists seven personnel as necessary for such a
program.
Mr. Crary has given the schedule for airborne seismic operations in the
following order of priority: a) Serieof depth measurements west of McMurdo
(77 030' 8, 1580 - 1400 E) stationed about 50 miles apart, b) Series of depth
measurements on the polar plateau (along 60°E and 120°W, and, c) Observations
in Byrd Land.
Studies of direct velocity variation with depth from short refraction
studies have been completed. Gravity observations are being taken at approximately 2-hour intervals until July 13. Information is being obtained on ocean
tide amplitude and principal components. The miniature gyro tests have been
completed.
Weather-Central - All mother station dataste being received on a twicedaily schedule which is not always regular, with some data to to three days
late. Reliability of reception from New Zealand and Australia is about 65-70
percent, but South Africa and South America are not received. Decepcion has
occasionally relayed South American reports. Mirny is now relaying the
Kerguelen reports.
At present the 0600Z surface analysis is broadcast on the 2000Z collective,
14 hours after synoptic time. The 0000Z, 700 and 500 MB analyses are broadcast
on the 0200Z collective, 26 hours after a synoptic time. The analyses are now
relayed to Weather Wellington. Twenty-seven percent of the scheduled broadcasts
of surface analyses could not be made because of insufficient data. The
Australian RATT is not as yet on 19690 kc for 14 hours per day. The microfilm
camera has been set and tested. Two round table discussions with US ICY
stations on amateur radio schedules have brought poor results, but the schedules
are continuing on a weekly basis.
Hallett ICY Station
• The New Zealand and the U. S.National Coittes have recently agreed that
the name "Hallett" would be more appropriate than thepresent "Adar&', and
therefore, the name of the station has been changed to "Hallett IGY Station".
The station reports a heavy strain on the D-4 tractors because of the
necessity of using the equipment on rocky terrain, causing excessive friction to
the ten-ton sled runners and overheating. It has been recommended that a
standard truck D-6, or D-8 with cab, be added to next year's requirements.
Eight-foot high snow drifts left by blizzards must be graded in order that
supplies of fuel may be brought to-the-storage tanks in the buildings.

*4,.
The day-to-day routine of the New Zealand seismology, ionosphere and
aurora personnel has been described. Clayton Ingham, senior member of the
New Zealand scientific staff, makes the rounds of the seismographs and
magnetic records and also has charge of the all-sky camera and spectrograph.
Visual observations in aurora are also carried out. John Humphries assists
in the visual observations besides taking care of the ionospheric physics
program. Mike Langevad assists in keeping records and maintaining the
equipment. The following description of an aurora display has been given:
"Stretching from horizon to horizon, the scintillating green
draperies shimmered and danced across the sky. All along the

lower fringes of these glowing auroral draperies was a border
of red, orange, !LIow, and aqua, resembling a luminescent
rainbow. This fascinating display set the night sky ablaze
with rapid changes in shape, intensity and color as it went
through these undulations for hours in one of nature's
extremes of beauty, somewhat brightening this life of perpetual
night and isolation."
A further report indicates that the Jameeway vestibules have been
installed outside the buildings and that health and morale are excellent.
Captain Dickey reports that both weasels have been secured for the
winter and that some antennas were damaged by wind gusts during a storm.
The average June temperature was -5.30F, the highest 19.4 0F on the 16th
and the lowest -31.2 0F on the 8th. The average wind velocity was 16.6 knots
from the SW, with peak gusts of 80 knots.

The following situation report for June has been received from Dr. Shear:

Aurora - A fault in the integrator of the spectrograph is being repaired.
Full, aurora operation took place during June with aurora observed every clear
day. The all-sky camera is functioning well except for timing trouble due
to frequency fluctuations in the main power supply.

Gecuiagnetism - The variograph developed high resistance in 20-degree
mercury contact heat control system.
Meteorology - A stormy period from June 10-22 reduced the June sounding
number to 45, and the high local horizon caused flight termination 10 times
and winds 12 times. The average height of 45 soundings was 16,499 meters.
Walkout doors have been added to the inflation building, permitting releases
from the ground.
• oiosphere - The ionosonde trouble attributed to the high tension supply
has now been traced to incorrect wiring in all four rectifier circuits and the
pulse generator trouble has now been corrected. The normal program continues

including five-minute intervals during World Days.
Seismology - The lower helix on one
Otherwise, the situation is unchanged.

galvanometer is to be replaced.

Aurora, ionosphere, and seismic data are being transmitted daily to
New Zealand and weekly voice contacts with Scott Base continue. Health and
morale are good.

5ICY Station
A recent report states that operations are normal and health and morale
are good. A news release of June 17 notes that the station has completed all
outside work and has set up a new daily schedule. Included is the institution
of two meals a day with a mid-day coffee break. Clocks have been retarded two
hours to conform to New Zealand time which is used at all U. S. stations in
the Ross Sea area. Previously, schedules bad been advanced to utilize
diminishing daylight for the final construction and installations.
meteorology report of June 21 for May gives the minimum temperature as
-55.3 F with a high temperature of 8 0F on May 9.
The June climate at that station is reported as follows: average
temperature -28.3 0F, highest 3.6 0F on the 16th, and lowest -75.8 0F on the
11th. The snowfall was 13,011, including 3.4" on the 26th. The seasonal
total since January 10 is 58.9". The average wind velocity was 15.5 knots
with a maximum of 47 knots on the 26th and with peak gusts of 53 knots from
the NNE on the 26th.
Mr. Toney sends the following monthly report for June:
Aurora - The .l'Aky camera and spectrograph have been tested, mounted,
and are operating satisfactorily and visual aurora observations have begun.
A spectacular display involving at least eight red aurora was observed
June 30. The Jet }leeter ducts and fans have been installed in the domes and
they are experimenting with an outside intake Jet Ileeter.
Geomagnetism - The timing circuits for geomagnetism and seismology have
been tested and the standard magnetograph is being installed and will be
ready for a test next week. Drifting snow over the entrances of buildings
seven and eight has been troublesome.
Glaciology - The deep pit is at eight meters. A coring auger has been
used for densities from four meters owing to snow hardness.
Ionosphere - The RWI and SWI sounding programs have been carried out.
The 24-hour run with 16 mm film was abandoned, however, due to an overheating
sweep motor; scaling assistants are being trained at the station.
Meteooloy - Surface andupper air observations are routine. All 60
rawin observation flights were successful and averaged a height of 16,256
meters,
Seismology - All wiring has been completed and test records have been
made on all seismology elements. They are determining gain setting for the
periods of relative quiet and disturbances such as the operation of the D-8's.
Star sights have fixed the station position at 790391 11.5 S or
-1.5 11 , 1200001 56" W : or -10".

-6Naval Air Facility McMur doSoun4
A raging blizzard hit the station between June 13 and 18. Al]. transmitters

were down due to power failure to the transmitter building. Power lines are
down and broken in several places. It is planned to move generators to the
transmitter building for emergency power until the power line is restored. To
date there has been no damage to the antenna field except for loose and
twisted transmission lines. Little America is taking all ICY schedules for the
present. McMurdo is passing backlog traffic to Little America on 6708 kc, point
to point, and Little America is sending it out via RATT circuit to Balboa.
Contact withKerguelen on June 10 was not made (this was attempted at
Kerguelen's request). Twice-daily contact has been attempted since, with no
results. McMurdo will pass the traffic to d'Urville Station, requesting
Kerguelen to provide new information for contact.
The blizzard, which lasted 114 hours, included 85 hours of 30-knot winds,
the highest average hourly being 60 knots. The average wind velocity for the
entire period was 37 knots, with peak gusts of 84 knots. The visibility was
zero for 88.5 hours. Many large snow drifts are reported throughout the camp
at eight to ten feet in height.
The average temperature during June was -10.7°F, with a maximum of 13.0°F
on the 20th and a low of -38.0°F on the 6th. The average wind was from the
east at an average velocity of 16 knots, with peak gusts to 84 knots, and an
hourly maximum velocity of 60 knots.
Hi-fi equipment has been set up in the aerology building and the aerographers keep the records going 24 hours a day. The music is transmitted by a low
power transmitter to all buildings, where it is picked up by receivers.
In a food report of July 5 It is iudicate t44,500 lbs. of fresh frozen
meat, 8,300 lbs. of fresh frozen vegetables, 96,800 lbs. of canned meat, and
103,100 lbs. of canned vegetables are on hand.
On July 5 the following communications situation report was received:
McMurdo had contacted all mother stations except Port Stanley (this was done
later). The Kerguelen weather is being received through Mirny. A "heavy
backlog due to blackout conditions severe since and disturbed prior to July 1...
•Various times NLA unable transmit and receive RATT at same time • AGI warnings
are received on HOTEL broadcast regularly."
Amundsen-Scott Station
A report of June 9 gives the following report of snow mining operations
at the station: After it became apparent that hauling snow from a point some
distance from the camp by mechanical means was not feasible in temperatures
below -70°F because of tractor failure, a subterranian snow mine was begun.
Digging down in about a 200 slope from a point in the tunnel near the chute to
the snow melter, the slope is also being maintained to provide the glaciology
deep pit, which it is hoped will reach a depth possible as great as 100 feet
below the surface. A rampnow extends 85 feet to a point 20 feet underground.

Amundsen-Scott Station (continued)
The tunnel itself is approximately eight feet wide and eight feet high. Blocks
of snow are loaded on small man-haul sleds, each sled holding between 150 and
200 pounds of snow. Ten loads are needed daily. At first, these sleds were
man-hauled but now a true Rube Goldberg arrangement of small electric motor,
winch, pulleys and belts has mechanized the operation. Although this arrangement requires close supervision and frequent minor repairs it does the job
well. A standard electric winchhas been ordered for next year..
The snow melter is near the garage and utilizes the exhaust from the
diesel-electric generator to turn the snow into water. It is pumped from a
thousand gallon tank into smaller ones around the camp. By draining the lines
immediately after pumping the water to the tanks, freezing in the line is
prevented.
All camp personnel, working in weekly shifts of four men, work as miners.
There have been some hopes among the miners of striking relics of Amundsen or
Scott.
A report from Capt. Dickey of June 10 indicates that the 1** side of the
camp is drifted, to roof height and the salvage cache beyond the tunnel and
science building partially collapsed as a result of drift from the aurora
tower. Repairs have been hampered by a lack of shoring material. Health and
morale are reported excellent.
Using climatological data and empirical relationships, Mr. Taylor has
made a minimum temperature forecast for the Pole of -1l2"F plus or minus 30.
In a report from Captain Dickey on June 24, the tunnel was reported
shored with the last unused timber. The ham radio shack is in lowpOwer
operation, and an outdoor empty barrel cache has been started. A midwinter
day celebration was held and the scientific program was in full operation.
In a news report of June 20, Dr. Siple gives an account of the
meteorological program at the Pole. He includes the information that during
the period April through June the temperatures have averaged close to -70°F
with accompanying average winds of 15 knots.
The four meteorology personnel work in pairs. While most observations
are made by electrical remote control devices and are recorded on revolving
charts inside the buildings, two routine tasks do take the men outdoors. The
first is a 100-yard outdoor hike every three hours to the instrumentexposure
site. This is described as follows:
"The man ilhose turn it is bundles up and picks his way out
through a carved opening in the snow banked back door. He
uses a flashlight to pick his way over huge snow drifts and
around radio antenna guywires. The emergency floodlights
would give more effective lighting to the path to the weather
installation on the flat snow field of the polar plateau.

-8"Such bright lights, however, interfere with the aurora camera
and spectrograph so they cannot be used. For two weeks each
month the moon lights the faint path. Thank goodness the aurora
department can't turn off the moon. The weather man does not
tarry long taking his observations. Holding his breath, be
opens the thermometer shelter and reads the current temperature and minimum temperature since the last period to the nearest
tenth degree. He doesn't dare breathe outright for two reasons.
First, his warm breath might affect the sensitive thermceters
and secondly, the cloud vapor from his breath would produce
such an extensive dense fog he couldn't see the thermometers,
let alone read the fine graduations. After resetting the
delicate floating needle in the liquid column of the thermometer which is prepared to register temperatures down to
-1300F, the weather man makes a quick check of the other
wind, temperature, and radiation instruments to make certain
that no blowing snow or low temperature ailments are causing
malfunctions. By the time the observer heads hastily back to
te warm comfort of the buildings his face is thoroughly
chilled and he uses a free hand to shelter his face from
the biting breeze.
Another frigid task is launching the hydrogen balloon every 12 hours.
"An hour or so before the 'Black Noon' and equally black
midnight launching, the unlucky balloon man begins his
task by lighting off the obstinate gas engine heater.
This rapid heat engine is located in the downstairs room
of the little astronomy observatory directly adjoining the
20 by 16 foot inflation shelter. There can be no direct
heater in the inflation building because of the ever
present danger of a hydrogen gas explosion. When the
inflation shelter is warming up by its remote connecting
tube the heater is shut off and the weather man approaches
the great iron monster resembling a vertical atsein boiler
with mixed emotions. The heat has partly thawed this gas
generator. Ten gallons of water and several handf3i o
caustic soda and aluminum chips complete the thawing prcea.e
After an exasperating manipulation of valves and tubes a
flow of hydrogen begins to seep out. A half hour later
the room is much filled by a big floppy rubber sack full of
this gas.
•

•

•
•

"The worst is yet to come. The balloon has to be gotten out
of the now frigid room with its dangling radio transmitter.
Like the proverbial oversized boat built in the basement
the balloon is usually larger than the overhead 8 by 8 foot
trap doors. Side doors are out of the question because
the building is drifted to its twelve foot flat roof top
by snow. Only a small door from the camp tunnel system
permits entry at floor level. A plywood windbreak rising
above the roof top generally allows the balloon to sneak
out safely, however, occasionally a strong wind shreds the

-9"balloon as it emerges and at times smashes the
delicate radio transmitter against the trap door as the
balloon is snatched up into the fast moving air stream.
In the earlier days it was not uncommon for the harassed
weather mn to have to make as many as three attempts
before one got off satisfactorily.
"When the balloon is released the partner, back at the
meteorological office, alerted by a loud speaker system
from 100 yards away, goes into action. On top of the
messhall on a 20 foot platform raised on legs 6 feet
above the roof, is an army-type radio direction finder
designed to auto track the balloon. The set is well
protected inside a 14 foot high fiberglass plastic dome
that looks like a big inverted bottle. Once the balloon
is picked up by the direction finder it locks on and for
the next hour or so with precision-timed buzzes and
rattles the clues to weather upstairs are drawn by red
lines onto yards of unrolling chart paper. For the next
hour or two no one disturbs the weather men while they are
deciphering the data. As a final step they type up a
radio code message to be sent off to the Antarctic
weather central at Little America where similar reports
flow in from the IGY stations dotting the Antarctic
continent to be blended into the daily weather map.
"Once the balloon ordeal is over the weather man amble
into the galley for a cup of coffee or hot chocolate and
are full of smiles and replies that another one got up
10 to 15 miles."
A report of July 1 &acribes a serious cOlUnicatLOG1
blackout during mast of the previous week. Two Preway he
have been
successfully defrosting the aurora domes although fuel consumption has
decreased.
The June situation report from the Pole Statioá gives the following
information:
Aurora - Aurora were observed 28 days during the month with 1224
visual observations made. Most unusual display of the month was around 1200Z
on the 30th consisting of a large portion of the sky in red glow. The all-sky
camera was out of operation on the 8th and 10th and on the 29th because of
camera malfunction. It is recommended that a spare camera back-sup be made
for the next year. Total all-sky camera film exposed to date Is 1300 Eeet.The
spectrograph is now permanently on manual control and has been in operation
approximately 507 of the time. Limited meteor observations have revealed
no unusual numbers.
Geomagnetism - Recording has been uninterrupted but some difficulty
has been experienced with time marks and light intensity.

- 10
Glacioogy The development of a light table for transmitted light
photo record of a tratigraphy appears to be promising. Remington is trading
time as an aurora observer in exchange for pit digging help later. Unfortunately, he has lost approximately one third of the time in the past month due to
an undetermined ailment deterring outside work. The mine depth is approximately
nine meters.
Ionos p here - The C-3 was in continuous operation all month, although
two hours were lost due to power line failure. Scaling of records is about
two days behind. Hough is spending much of his time on ionospheric and other
instrument repair. The ionosphere was very erratic during the month. One
hundred feet of film was taken while the sun was farthest away.

•

. Meteorology Observations continue on a routine basis. All four
personnel served Out their respective week's mess duty ending the first round.
Balloon releases have been good although the procedure is quite laborious.
Rawinsondes have averaged 1811 meters for 69 flights and included soundings
every six hours
26-30.
The climatic summary for June is Ss follows: The average thermoscreen
temperature was • 69.50F, highest -42.3 F on the 12th, and lowest -97.1 0F on
the 18th. The average t8inperature of the snow surface was -69.7 0F,at 5 meters
above the surface . 69.9 F, at 10 meters -69.0°F and at 10 meters below the
surface -58.20F.
mometers

Seistno1çg - Camp vibrations have prevented the operation of seisclose to the science building. Seven conductor cables have been

borrowed from meteoroLgy to connect to the recorder in the science building.
Full operation is hindered by the galvanometer malfunction and attempts at
repair are underway. There has been no word as to whether the earthquakes
recorded at the South Pole were recordedat other IGY stations. Benson is
dividing his time between aurora observations, ionosphere scaling and seismology installations.
• Astronomy - Results of approximately 400 star shots with a Wild T-3
theodolite fix position of the installation in the pibal dome, grid BE corner
inflation shelter, at 2400 feet from the current spin pole on grid of 3360.
Probably maximum error is plus or minus 100 feet. Observations have been
hampered by a variable refraction and image distortion which is greatest
under coldest and calmest conditions.
Psycho12g r - The mid-winter tests have been completed but volunteer
projects have been lagging.
Biology_and Medical - Nine samples of snow have been filtered and

cultured under sterile conditions for fungus growth. So far two growths have
appeared but it is impossible to tell whether they are contaminated or not.
Wilkes IGY Station
On June 16, new 1957-58 traverse plans for Wilkes Station were submitted
by Mr. Eklund and Mr. Cameron. The proposed traverse is outlined in the
attachment to this report.

a. 11 With the completion of adjustment of the recording magnetometer all the
scientific disciplines were in Lull operation well in advance of July 1.
Communications between the Station and Site 2 have been improved by the
installation of a new antenna. When the antenna was being set up Mr. Eklund
took celestial observations to determine the eact location of the site.
During this period the temperature reached -51 F at S-2 which is in contrast
to the 42 0F at Wilkes Station a few weeks ago.
A June 24th report states that a 17 x 20 foot spare parts building has
been erected and a heated sewer line has been completed to dispense all camp
waste water. The electrical distribution system has been modified to reduce
the load variation in the circuit containing the scientific instruments. A
storage hut has been completed between the garage and the recreation building.
Messing facilities have been improved and health and morale are good.
On June 28 the following meteorology recommendations were received from
Honkala and Eklund for 157-58. It was requested that a second Weather Bureau
man be sent to Wilkes Station to aid the station and ice-cap station program.
The location of -2 is 112 0 16' 30'E, 66 0 27' 30"S, with an elevation of 4,000
feet. "Climate data gathered to date indicates a meteorological situation
contrasting with that of Wilkes Station and warranting further investigations
during IGY.' It was suggested that continuous operation of the station be
effected with the three glaciologiats working four to six week rotation, plus
the two fneteor•o1gjste who d;ide. their time between Wilkes Station and S-2.
A report of June 29 indicates that the D-4 tractor will haul a load of
fuel drums to S-2 on a 106 mile round trip to keep the generator (supplying
lights for deep pit operations) and weasel (used to baul snow out of deep pit)
running, Two aiy men ',ill rve. Honkale will travel with them to instll
additional meteorology tnatrients, Cameron,.now at S-2, reports that the
deep pit is at 33 feet.
In the June monthly repct Mr. Eklund states that all disciplines were
operating on a routine basis by the end or the month.
Aurora - A pronounced increase in aurora has been noted with the approach
of the solstice. Of 441 hours observed 68 percent were clear and aurora
occurred during 50 percent of these clear hours. Seventy-two percent of the
displays were local. The first bright colored aurora was seen in early June
and the first auroralspectra were obtained June 3. Oxygen lines and nitrogen
bands were identified, but no hydrogen lines were visible. The direction of
the rayed arcs continues to be random with arcs running parallel to the
geomagnetic meridian, a common phenomenon. Both instruments are operating
satisfactorily.
Cosmic Ra y s — Ventilation of the cosmic ray building apparently has
stopped erratic operation of the telescope. The total count remains lower
than the design. The count is approximately 2.5 times below similar equipment
at Mawson station.

-12Geoinagnetism. - The program has been on a routine basis since June 9.
The most severe Storm since recording began in late April occurred on June 30
with the sudden commencement in D and Z at 0528.2 GMT. The duration of the
50 29'
storm was approximately 20 hours with a total of D, H, and Z of
Glaciopy - A three-man glaciological party is at S-2 (ice cap
station) for the entire month. The deep pit was begun June 4 with initial
excavation, and construction of a suitable roof. The weasel carrying the
snow from the pit was not put into operation untilJune 21. The pit is now
at a depth of 10.5 meters and density measurements have been taken to nine metera ard stratigraphy studies to four meters. Unexpected melt layers have been
encountered and erosional structures in some strata provide an indication of
the prevailing wind direction. Oxygen isotope samples are being taken also.
There is a stable temperature at 10 meters and below wbtcb Indicates aDee.n
and dual AIC temperature of -19.4 F. Meteorological observations are taken
every three hours except at 0400 local time.
Ionosphere - The ionosonde has been in operation 96 percent of the
month and a good correlation between absorption and visible aurora at zenith
and horizontal magnetic intensity during sudden commencements of June 3 and 4
were recorded. High absorption began June 22 and continues except for a
decrease during June 28. A high voltage supply filament wiring error has
been corrected and orders placed for next year's supplies.
Meoroig • All phases of the program are operating satisfactorily.

The June upper air soundings averaged 18,762 meters and two missed because of

excessive winds. June weather has been characterized by clear skies, light
winds and light precipitation. The average temperature was'14 0F and the
maximum 35.6"F and minimum -23.8 0F. The average wind was 7.7 knots with peak
gusts of 54 knots prevailing from the south. Ice cap weather shows an average
temperature of -18.40F, maximum 8.6 0F, minimum -54.4 0F. The average wind was
21.3 knots prevailing ESE with the highest one-minute average of 46.9 knots.
Seismology - Vertical instruments still drift when the temperature
change is rapid. Microseismic activity is low and the long period disturbances
associated with surges in the local bays disappeared since the ice formation in
early June. A 240-pound surface shot on the ice cap at 20 miles inland has
a negligible effect on the long period instruments. Seven earthquakes were
recorded during the month, and data have been sent to the Coast and Geodetic
Survey.
There is : less than 50 percent snow cover in the immediate area around
Wilkes Station. A large area of Open water extends from Bailey Island past
Frazier Island to the horizon. The thickness of the bay ice to one mile of
the shore of Clark Point is 26 inches. A transmitter and receiver antenna
has been installed at the ice cap station and Mr.Elclund spent several days'
helping with the installations. Morale at the mid-winter point is higher
than ever.

- 13 Ellsworth IGY Station
A news release of June 11 from Captain Ronne continues his ionosphere
report, with details of the sounding program. Since timing the recordings
is very important, the sounding clock is set every evening by a radio signal
from NBS. To insure continuous operation, a 24-volt battery automatically
cuts in should the generators stop. The timing is six times an hour for a
period of 15 seconds only, except once on the hour when a transmission of
45 seconds takes place. At first radio communications were disrupted by time
sounders but now the radio operators are used to it. The scaling is of
assistance to radio operators as it is possible to determine the best
frequencies for communications.
A report indicates that a cracked water pump casing and weasel were broken
but that the water pump had been repaired. Constant leaks develop in the
latrines and galley but the galley leak has been repaired by cancassing the
roof. The galley interior has been painted and a plywood drop ceiling
constructed. Twenty-one months' fuel and 37 months' food are on hand.
Aurora - The all-sky camera has a damaged spring mechanism and the spectrograph has been operated manually for seven days while repairing the photometer
power supply. A continuous measure of aurora activity has been obtained by
photographing every minute with the external spare photon counter. The peak
of large displays Is fairly consistent at 1930, 2230, and 0200 local time.
The HB intensity increases very rapidly by a factor of five to twenty at breakup. The unaided eye meteor counts have been 12 per hour.
Claciology - The present depth of the glaciology deep pit is 17 meters.
Gravity - Wedcjel]. Sea tide variations' studies have been made during the
new moon. Gravity ties were made to Beigrano and Shackleton last February.
1OnOSphericPjy1jcs The program was in operation about 95 percent until
June 20 when trouble with the circuit breakers developed and,
made further continuous operation impossible. With th.repair cQ.eted,
the operation should be rather routine. The whistler equipment will soon be
relocated further from the center of the station in an effort to reduce hum.
The equipment has been operating normally otherwise and loud-whistlers and
dawn chorus were heard during the recent SWI.
Meteorology - Radiometer readings are being taken in good clear weather.
The anemometer has been giving trouble and the wind direction transmitter was
damaged in unpacking. A spindle will have to be replaced before it can be
used. Therznohm readings are taken every six hours.
All the winter equipment are in service and they are now working on solar
equipment which will be used at the first sight of the sun. The average height
of rawin observations has been 14,600 meters and only two have been missed
during the month.
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The mean Junetemperature was 27 0P, with'a high of 8.1°F on the
15th and a low of -54°F on the 12th. The average wind velocity was 13 knots,
with peak gusts from the ENE at 37 knots on the 28th.
Communications
On June 3, 195.7 telefacaimile communications were established at
Little America Station. The NSS/NBA rhombic antenna. repairs have been
completed and low frequency RATT communications betweenMcMürdo and Little
America Station have been established.
The antenna farm has been completed at McMurdo except for some minor
changes. The LF RATT with NLA was activated June 7 with strong reception.
The TBA, which has been used for a year and a half needs an extensive
overhaul, and the TTY equipment requires constant repair.
While Little America contacts. Ellsworth Station four to five days a
week the ' contact between McMurdo and Ellsworth is still difficult.
The Little America-McMurdo RATT circuit is now satisfactory. All
traffic leaving Antarctica will be passed by McMurdo unless communications
by alternate means are required.
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WILKES STATION GLACIOLOGICAL TRAVERSE
October, November, 1957
A traverse, approximately 500 miles in length, has been proposed by
Eklund. The party will proceed due South from Station 2 (66°27.7' S,
112 0 17' E) 141.75 statute miles to 68 0 30' S. From this inland point, the
route continues in a northwesterly direction to Mt. Long, elevation 6,500
feet. The distance from the inland station to Mt. Long is 119 miles
From Mt. Long the party will return to an established fuel cache, 67 12' S,
1120 17' E, thence to Wilkes Station via Station 2 or Vanderford Glacier.
Elevations encountered are expected to range from the low elevations near
Wilkes Station to more than 9000 feet at 68 0 30 1 S, the inland point 192
trail miles from the coast.
Traverse work will include snow pit studies with emphasis on density,
stratigraphy, and temperature, Raysonde tests between pits are expected to
connect pit atratigraphy. Ten meter bore holes will be made, along with
meteorological and snow surface observations. At Mt. Long, bedrock and
glacial geology will be studied. The return via the Vanderford Glacier is
dependent on travel problems associated with such terrain.
Equipment will include two weasels, two one-ton sleds, and one dog team
with boat sle!s. The party will presumably include four or five men, all
IGY personnel at Wilkes Station. Rations are to be supplied from stocks
existing at Wilkes Station.
Support of the inland operations will be effected by the establishment
of a fuel cache 103 miles from Wilkes Station. In order to make a twovehicle trip from that point to 68 0 30'S and return to the cache at least
seven 55-gallon drums of gasoline will have to be supplied to the cache
prior to the October traverse departure. An additional three drums must be
cached in order to return the party and their vehicles to Wilkes Station.
Eklund has indicated that the caching plan is possible and that all equipment
for the proposed traverse is on hand.
Highly desirable would be an aerial reconnaissance of the Mt. Long Vanderford Glacier area. Crevassed terrain hazardous to vehicles may prohib1
safe travel near these points. The feasibility of the proposed route could
also be best determined by air reconnaissance.

